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REPORTABLE OCCURRENCE - PRCMPT NOTIFICATIONSUBJECT:

confirming D. C. Smith's conversation with R. Blough, Region I, ,

United States Nuclear Regulatory W Assion on 5/6/03.

Roferences Docket No. 50-277
Peach Bottom Unit 2'

Technical Specification 3.6.G

Report No. 2-83-11/IP
-Occurrence Date: 5--6-83

Identification of Occurrence:
Analysis of ultrasonic testing data indicates the presence of a crackThis

like indication in the RHR shutdCwn cooling suction iina. indication is located in the heat effected sone of the pipe side ofOne circumferential indication approxima:pipe to albow weld 10-0-6. At this time the indicationtwo inches long has been identif$ed.
appears to be about 40% of the thickness of the pipe wall.

Conditions Prior to Occurrence:
Unit 2 has been shut down since Ray 3, 1983 for minor maintenance.
The shutdown was initiated by a valve packing leak in the drywell.

Apoarent cause of occurrences -

_The preliminary analysis of the data shows a pattern typical of
intergranular stress corrosion cracking.
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Analys_is of Occurrence: - -

'

During the outage, a decision was made to examine the three welds
on Unit 2 that correspond to the welds on Unit 3 that indicated
the presence of IGSCC. One recirculation systr.m vertical pipe
riser to elbow weld in each Unit 2 recirculation * loop was examined,and no reportable indications were found. The third weld examinedwaa-in the RHR suction line, where the indication noted above was
found.

Corrective Ac_ tion:
_

. . ,
,

At this time a crack analysis program is being pursued to determine
what the appropriate corrective action should be.

*Previous Occurrence:

3-83-12/IP ,

Very truly yo ra,
.
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R. S. Flei chmann-

Station superintendent
RSF/DCS: 1hd
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